In recent decades, the share of Americans who identify as nonreligious (the “nones”) has rapidly increased. As the country’s religious landscape shifts to a more secular norm, it’s more important than ever for the pro-life movement to make clear that religiosity isn’t a prerequisite to opposing abortion. People of any faith and no faith must work together to protect prenatal children and support their parents.
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Our Position

1. The human zygote, embryo, and fetus are all human organisms.
2. All human organisms are morally relevant.
3. It’s generally immoral to kill humans.
4. Bodily rights aren’t enough to justify elective abortion.

Read details at www.secularprolife.org/abortion

Our Mission

1. Advance secular arguments against abortion
2. Create space for atheist and agnostic pro-lifers
3. Build interfaith coalitions with people interested in advancing secular arguments

"Religious freedom doesn't justify human rights violations."